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Legal Disclaimer

It is required that you read this legal disclaimer section carefully. If you have any doubts, get  
advice from legal, financial, taxation, or other competent law practitioners. All of the information 
provided here is not intended to be complete, and it should never be construed as a part of 
different contractual arrangements.

It is our firm conviction that the information provided in this white paper is accurate and up 
to date and that all products, services, technical architecture, token distribution, and 
company timelines are accurate and up to date. Furthermore, all of these materials may 
have changed without notice, and they can never be considered a signatory agreement of 
advice.

No Advice:
This white paper does not obligate anybody to sign a contract or make a legally enforceable 
commitment to contribute. This white paper also does not constitute any form or part of any 
opinion that can be construed as advice, or that can be used to sell or solicit any offer by 
Trillions to purchase our token, nor shall it be construed as a part of any effect that can be 
used in the formation of a contract or an investment decision.

Compliance with tax obligations:
Users of the Website are entirely responsible for determining what, if any, taxes, if any, apply to 
their transactions. The Website's owners or authors are not responsible for determining which 
taxes apply to transactions.

Limitation of liability
Minicaps shall not be held liable for any loss or harm resulting from the use of this website's    
material, including written material, links to third-party sites, data, quotations, charts, and 
buy/sell signals. Please be fully informed about the dangers and expenses of trading assets 
on the financial markets (digital or otherwise). ICOs, in particular, is one of the riskiest investing 
options. There's a chance you'll lose your whole investment.

Investment risks
Trading cryptocurrencies have a high level of risk and is not suited for all investors. You 
should carefully evaluate your investing goals, level of expertise, and risk appetite before 
opting to trade cryptocurrencies, tokens, or any other digital asset.



ABSTRACT

As  the  blockchain  ecosystem  expands,  the  global  Crypto  adoption  faces  new

obstacles.  Currently,  one of  the main problems of  the blockchain industry is  the

fact that low market cap projects have problems with finding investors and gaining

a large audience of supporters.  Meanwhile,  investors  have problems with finding

undervalued projects early on. 

 

Minicaps is a groundbreaking platform aiming to solve this problem by connecting

investors with low market cap projects. MiniX will be the governance token of this

revolutionary platform

NOTICE:  THIS  IS  A  PRELIMINARY  WHITEPAPER,  A  MORE DETAILED ONE WILL  BE  PUBLISHED  BEFORE MINICAPS  LISTING  PLATFORM GOES

LIVE
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INTRODUCTION
What Is Minicaps?

Minicaps is  a crypto listing platform designed to enhance trust,  security  and
safer investments in low market cap DeFi projects. The main goal of Minicaps is
enabling low market cap projects to easily find investors, and empowering the
investors to gain exposure to undervalued projects in a secure environment with
enhanced  anti-scam  protection,  thus  reducing  the  risk  of  investing  in  small
market cap blockchain projects to the absolute minimum.

Minicaps aims to be the first anti-scam crypto listing hub in the world. In order
to achieve that goal, Minicaps employs a vast array of unique and innovative
tools designed specifically to maximally increase the trust and security between
developers of DeFi projects and the community of blockchain investors.
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MISSION
Our  mission  is to  "Lift Minicaps and MiniX token  to several  Heights"  by  offering
investors an innovative, user-friendly, one-stop shop to find everything they need
to safely invest in tokens and make more profits by doing so. We seek to make it
as  simple  as  possible  to  buy  and  sell  cryptocurrencies,  while  also  positioning
ourselves as a leader in security, reliability, and custody as well as ensuring that
the value of MiniX continues to grow.

Simply put, we aim to

Provide every Holder with simple but safe and effective ways to gain 
exposure to digital assets.

Lower the barrier for entry to a more advanced financial ecosystem.

Operate as a community-focused and community-driven digital asset, 
fully decentralized in every sense of the word.

Provide support to investors so they can flourish and benefit from 
decentralized blockchain ecosystem.

Create a 2-tier passive income programme for MiniX investors.
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VISION

We want "cryptocurrency to be in every portfolio." We envision a society in
which investment tactics that were previously solely available to the few are
made available to everyone. Minicaps will establish a breakthrough platform
to encourage more people to invest in digital assets, allowing them to earn
while keeping their privacy, security, power, and autonomy. We believe
that by harnessing the power of both safety and collective decentralisation,
we can get more people to confidently invest in crypto
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Features of Minicaps Platform

Comprehensive Listing Platform
With Minicaps, investing in low market cap projects no longer has to be hard.

Thanks to Minicaps, you can get all the necessary due-diligence data you need for

safe crypto investments in one place - enhanced with a variety of tools providing

you with extra protection.

Early  Exposure  to  Promising
Projects
Minicaps is different from other listing platforms due to its strict focus on low

market cap projects - in other words, the projects which can provide the

investors with the largest ROI (Return of Investment).

Seamless Trading Platform
Minicaps is fully integrated with PolyXSwap trading interface. This allows the
investors with the ability to instantly purchase tokens listed on Minicaps in a
maximally secure way, without having to leave the platform.

Reliable Risk Score Assessment
The platform aggregates data from multiple sources and uses that to determine

if projects are safe in a simplified way - you will never have to rely on low-

quality data from a single source ever again 
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 Effortless Project Search
Minicaps enables you to search for interesting projects effortlessly and be shown all the

essential data immediately, without having to go through a lot of unnecessary marketing

material. You can also easily keep track of worthwhile projects.

 Pre-launch Project Verification

Initial score for pre-launch projects is a tool provided by Minicaps for the

purpose of improving project transparency and maximally protecting the

investors.
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MINIX

What is MiniX?

The Minicaps platform is powered by MiniX - a unique utility asset which 

mainly serves as the governance token of the Minicaps platform, providing

the users of the platform with numerous benefits.

MiniX will be the first part of the PolyX ecosystem. Not only will it support the

growth of PolyX as a token but the functionality and popularity of PolyXswap in

the future  including  being able to  use the DEX interface to  transact  within

Minicaps platform
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WHY INVEST IN MINIX?

2-Tier Rewards Token

MiniX holders are rewarded in PolyX, which in turn rewards 
you with Polygon MATIC!

Buy back & Burn

Weekly Buyback-and-burn program supports long term 
price stability and value growth of MiniX

Safety Badge & Discount Transactions

For listing, Ads, Fees for Safety Badge etc, Transactions 
will be discounted when carried out with MIniX

Premium Features

Investors will be required to hold MiniX tokens to be offered 
exclusive access to Premium features on Minicaps platform



Features of MiniX

INVESTMENT CULTURE REDEFINED

WE BELIEVE IN BRIDGING THE 
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN WHAT
INVESTORS NEED AND THE DISTANCE 
THEY’RE FROM IT. UTILIZING THE 
BLOCKCHAIN, MINIX SETS OUT TO AID 
BETTER INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES WITH 
THE MINICAPS PLATFORM.

LESS RISK, MORE REWARD

IT'S SIMPLE. MINIX PAYS DIVIDENDS IN POLYX;
WHICH IN TURN PAYS REWARDS IN POLYGON 
MATIC. IN THE UPCOMING POLYXSWAP, MINIX 
CAN ALSO BE STAKE; THIS MEANS MORE 
EARNINGS. ADDITIONALLY,
AS A GOVERNANCE TOKEN, MINIX ALLOWS 
COMMUNITY INTERACTION TO DRIVE 
EFFECTIVE CHANGES, MAKE PROJECT 
DECISIONS, AND KEY ELEMENTS FOR 
MAXIMUM RESULTS.

 LONG TERM PLAN
SECURITY

A COMMITMENT TO LONG TERM EXCELLENCE IS AT 
THE VERY CORE OF THE DESIGN OF MINIX AND 
MINICAPS PLATFORM. OUR FOCUS IS ON BUILDING 
OPPORTUNITIES AND INNOVATING POSSIBILITIES 
ACROSS OUR INVESTOR COMMUNITY. THINKING 
ALONG THE PATHS OF CONSISTENCY AND MAKING 
BETTER INVESTMENT PRODUCTS. THIS ENSURES THAT
LONG TERM INVESTORS KEEP HOLDING; WHILE ALSO 
ATTRACTING NEWER INVESTORS TO MINIX.

. SAFETY, SECURITY, AND TRUSTWORTHINESS 
ARE OUR TOP PRIORITIES. THE MANY BENEFITS 
THAT BLOCKCHAIN AND SMART CONTRACTS 
BRING MAKE IT HARDER TO GO BACK TO 
SOLUTIONS THAT OFTEN FAILED. WE THRIVE 
ON THIS CUTTING-EDGE OF SECURED 
TECHNOLOGY SOLUTIONS.



     TRANSPARENCY &         
     IMMUTABILITY

     Ultra-Fast & 
     Secure

Ease of use
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MINIX 

Reliable &

Low Cost



   NAME (SYMBOL)                                    MiniX (MNX)

PLATFORM BINANCE SMART CHAIN

TYPE BEP-20

    TOTAL SUPPLY                                     10 Billion

TOKENOMICS

TOKEN DETAIL



TOKENOMICS

TOKEN DISTRIBUTION

Manual Buyback & Burn
4%

PolyX Rewards
4%

Liquidity Pool 
4%

Marketing
4%



May 2022
Top CEX Listings 
Platform Global 
Marketing Campaign 
Security Partnerships 
Fully functional 
platform DEX 
integration 
development

ROAD 
MAP

December 2021
Private and Public
Presale  Community
Development  Contract
Audit
CoinGecko listing 
CoinMarketCap Listing 
Minicaps Platform 
development – from 
Concept to working 
Prototype

January 2023
Fully functional 
Mobile App
DEX integration 
for seamless 
trading Intensive 
Global campaign
And Much More!

September 2022
Minicaps Mobile App 
development
DEX integration Test 
Global brand Partnerships
Press Releases 
Mainstream Media 
Advertisement Push
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MINIX FAQ

WHAT IS THE DIFFERRENCE BETWEEN MINIX AND
MINICAPS?

MiniX is Governance token of the crypto listing platform, Minicaps. The World’s first
Anti- Scam Crypto Listing Hub dedicated to Low Market cap Tokens.

WHAT EXACTLY DOES MINICAPS DO?
Our main objective is to create a lisiting platform for Low market cap projects while
employing unique and explicit  tools  to  increase the most important aspects within the
decentralised finance world – Trust and Security.

DIFFERENCEBETWEEN MINICAPS AND PLATFORMS
LIKE CMC AND CG?

We all know that small market cap projects get drowned out by the big ones on listing
websites like CMC and CG. They also get mixed up with scam projects on smaller websites
like CS and CH, thus getting even less visibility than they deserve.
Minicaps provides a platform for small marketcap projects while also reducing the risks
for investors.
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MINIX FAQ

CONNECTION BETWEEN MINIX AND POLYX?
MiniX will be the first part of the PolyX ecosystem. Not only will it support the growth  of
PolyX as a token but the functionality and popularity of PolyXswap in the future including
being able to use the DEX interface to transact within Minicaps.io website
Both projects are developed by the same DEV and Team

HOW DO I BUY MINIX?
You can use the Buy button at the top right corner of the minicaps website or Copy
Contract address of MiniX to buy on Pancakeswap

ARE THE TEAM DOXXED?
The DEV and team behind PolyX are fully doxxed to the Pinksale Finance Team. Hence
the KYC badge on the presale page



Contact Details
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https://minicaps.io/

https://t.me/MiniXtoken

https://twitter.com/MiniCaps_io

https://www.instagram.com
/minicaps_io/

https://www.facebook.com/
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